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Introduction: The Plague by Albert Camus bears witness to the town of Oran amidst the
spread of the plague from the beginning to the end of the quarantine placed on the town.
Although it is a direct comparison to the COVID-19 pandemic, Camus’s themes expressed in
his novel resonates with other contemporary worldly issues that may or may not have an
explanation. These other contemporary issues include war and the climate crisis. From our
2022 perspective, we have seen the COVID pandemic play out firsthand. We have witnessed
from afar the threat of World War III and the current war in Ukraine. And, finally, we are
bearing witness to the beginning stages of the destruction that will be caused from the climate
crisis. These three specific perspectives allow us to make connections between Camus’s novel
and what is happening in the world today in abstract ways. Key words: absurdism, kairos,
exile, bearing witness, World War II, climate crisis, COVID-19

Listed on this slide are Camus’s most known novels along with their publication dates. Albert
Camus was not only a French novelist. He was an essayist. And, he was a playwright. In his
debut novel, The Stranger, Camus explored a concept that was a basis to his writing and how
he thought about the meaning of life. This concept, absurdism, is the belief that human beings
exist in a purposeless, chaotic universe. Throughout all of his works, Camus writes with
various themes ranging from exile to opportunity.

Albert Camus’s father died a year after he was born in WWI, and this left him living with his
mother, brother, grandmother, and paralyzed uncle. He grew up in a very working
environment and he reflects on his time in Algeria in his collection of essays.
Louis Germain and Jean Grenier were his most influential educators; Louis Germain helped
him win a scholarship to a prestigious high school in Algeria, and Jean Grenier was his
university professor who helped Camus develop his philosophies and ideologies.
Camus explored left-wing groups and briefly joined the Algerian Communist Party; he was a
prominent figure in the young left-wing community.
Camus worked as a journalist in both Algeria and France (Paris), but most of his influential
works were from when he was working in Paris.

The timeline in this slide is made from the publication dates of his three most known novels
from the second slide. It is interesting to give historical context to the publication dates to see
how it may have affected his writing or how his writing may have affected history. For
example, at the release of The Stranger in 1942, Camus was working as a journalist in Paris
while it was under German Occupation in World War II. There, his experiences of exile and
imprisonment could have inspired him to create his 1947 novel, The Plague. At the time of the
publication of The Plague, France was in a time of post-liberation and in its rebuilding years,
so any literature and ideas for a new France were important in the rebuild.

The Plague is a book about a plague that devastated the town of Oran in Africa in a historical
fiction novel. The plague initially starts with a wave of thousands of rats, of which the town
has no real explanation for. After a few people have died from the plague brought by the rats,
the local government shuts down the town, causing everyone to quarantine. Many people have
a hard time with the quarantine, and aim to either escape or see their loved ones, including
some of the main characters. After fighting the plague, the conflict is resolved and Dr. Rieux,
the narrator, wishes to tell the story in order to see the good in people. While this is the plot of
the novel, the main story Camus aims to tell is one of human nature in response to a crisis. The
characters in the story further develop Camus’ commentary on thematic topics such as exile
and bearing witness.

A theme that shows up quite early in The Plague is Rationalizing the Phenomenon. When we
don’t understand something, it is our human nature to try to make sense of it, but sometimes
our rationalizations are too quick and not thorough enough, which can become dangerous. In
The Plague, there is the phenomenon of the rats. Dead rats with blood at their mouths fill the
city streets of Oran. Naturally, some of the townspeople try to rationalize the phenomenon.
Two of the rationalizations include that it was a prank by a teenage boy and that all of the rats
died of starvation. Both of these rationalizations are invalid in that the widespread and amount
of rats was too much and too high for it to be a prank executed by a teenage boy, and the
starvation rationalization does not explain why the rats died with blood at their mouths. In the
end, these invalid rationalizations are dangerous to the town because it delays the response
time to take responsibility and action against the plague. This is comparable not only to
COVID-19, but more abstractly, the climate crisis. There are groups who don’t believe that
climate change exists, and then there are those who do believe it exists, just not by our doing.
They believe that the climate changes anyway. While that claim is true, it does not explain the
rapid climate changes and the extreme disasters that have been occurring in the last few years.
The rationalization that the climate changes overtime anyway evades us of responsibility and
delays our time of action to work against climate change.

Camus presents both of these perspectives as valid. Camus argues that every single person
tries to come to terms with the plague whether it is through religion, philosophy, volunteering,
suffering, or other methods and means. Where Paneloux gets closer to God in this difficult
situation, Dr. Rieux takes matters into his own hands in order to help people. By using
Paneloux and Dr. Rieux, Camus has subtly explored the idea of conflict that arises between
people of faith and people that have trouble believing God exists in modern times. Just like Dr.
Rieux still helped the people that turned to praying to God instead of asking for help from him,
Camus presents the idea of avoiding conflicts in modern society by putting aside one’s
differences and working together to overcome the problem at hand. This brings to my mind
Toni Morrison’s ‘Paradise’, and her idea that no ‘paradise’ built on exclusion can survive. It
will crumble under its own weight. In ‘The Plague’ both Paneloux and Dr. Rieux are trying to
achieve the paradise that was lost due to the plague. Dr, Rieux when asked if he believes in
God replies, “I’m fumbling in the dark, struggling to make something out.” Camus wants us to
understand that it is this “struggle” to discern the contours of the invisible ‘in the dark’ that
animates the thought worlds of fiction as well as of atheism, of science as well as of
skepticism. Hence, by presenting us with two characters that take different paths to regain
paradise during the plague, Camus wants us to explore the broader idea of paradise and steer
away from the narrow imagination that would conceive a false image of paradise.

Another main theme present in the novel is that of exile and imprisonment. Camus has two
main perspectives when it comes to these themes, that of the individual and that of the group.
In order to truly understand what Camus is divulging, it is important to recognize the definition
of exile, which is that of forced or voluntary absence of home, usually over a long period of
time. Camus uses the characters in the book to show the impact of exile on the human
condition. While quarantine is the logical choice to make, many of the townspeople fail to
understand the magnitude of the situation, and are unable to handle the exilement. However,
through some characters, such as Raymond Rambert, Camus shows that people can overcome
their feeling of isolation to accomplish the group goal. Once people were able to accept that
everyone was exiled, they could begin to work together to understand the plague. One last
impression Camus leaves about exile is the subversion of the traditional expectations of exile
through the character of Cottard.

In The Plague, Camus uses the character of Cottard to subvert the traditional expectations of
exile. When the term exile is mentioned, many people think of a time to reflect on your past,
and become a better person. One example of this in the novel Things Fall Apart, where the
main character, Okonkwo, is exiled from his village, and does not return until years later.
Cottard, while he does meet some expectations, is exiled in a very different way. He is a
criminal before the plague, and extremely reserved as an individual. However, the plague
causes Cottard to be exiled from his old life. Cottard becomes a much more social person, aims
to make friends with many people, and capitalizes on the plague to smuggle goods into the
town. The plague has provided an opportunity for Cottard to reinvent himself in his exile, and
now everyone must live in fear of the plague like he had lived in fear of the law. Camus uses
the plague as an instrument of change, and uses the character Cottard to represent this idea.

Exile and imprisonment are very complex themes and they can work as a set-up for selfdiscovery and improvement. If we can think back on our times in quarantine for COVID-19,
we can probably conclude that it was a time for self-discovery. We learned a lot about
ourselves, we picked up hobbies, and we came out on the other side changed people. In the
book, Raymond Rambert was a reporter who traveled to Oran to research the sanitation levels
of the town. He was there when the plague outbursts and gets stuck in the quarantine. He
spends the majority of the book trying to find ways to escape and get back to his wife in Paris.
When the quarantine if finally lifted, Rambert decides to stay and help rebuild the town.
Sometime during his exile and imprisonment, Rambert learns to accept his exile and embrace
it, realizing that they were all in it together. There is an interesting parallel of Rambert to
Camus. It turns out that Camus tried repeated to escape Paris during the occupation, but postliberation, Camus decided to stay, and he created organizations and facilitated the rebuilding
of Paris. This parallel shows how his work could be inspired by the events of Camus’s life and
experiences.

It is shown in the novel that exile can also bring an opportunity for change. The outbreak of
the plague coupled with the quarantine allows the members of the town to realize how bad the
sanitation conditions were and how ill-equipped their systems were to handle an epidemic. The
greek word kairos which means chaos and opportunity is perfect to describe this. Amongst the
chaos of the plague, there is also opportunity for change.

One of the reasons why ‘The Plague’ is such a magnificent literary gem lies in the symbolism
that is captured by the plague itself. If we come to take a broader look at the book, then the
fear and feelings of imprisonment can be comparable to the experiences of the people under
the fascist Nazi regime. In both cases, death surrounded people and a thick choking blanket of
fear engulfed everyone. There was fear of death, fear of losing loved ones and not seeing them
ever again. There was destruction everywhere! If we look at the contemporary society, then it
can be the plague of greed that ravages the capitalist world today. The plague of greed that
causes rich to get richer and poor to get poorer. It can even be an ideology that ebbs and flows
in history, taking hold in insidiously subtle fashion and infecting nearly all who come in
contact with it. Almost impossible to resist, it forces those in its milieu to either ignore it,
embrace it, or resist it—all responses that may bring death and will certainly bring despair.
The plague is not merely a disease that ravages the town of ‘Oran’, it is a metaphor to
illustrate a calamity that tests the mettle of humans and their endurance, solidarity, compassion
and will. Camus emphasizes that a time of pestilence teaches us to come together and that
there is more to admire in humans than despair.

At the end of the novel, Rieux identifies himself as the narrator and explains his conviction to
bear witness to the plague. He needed to account for the ways life was disrupted, for the lives
that were lost, for the quiet acts of heroism, for the endurance and the resilience and the charity
and the overwhelming will to live. According to him, “If no one documents, then no one
remembers.”. Through Dr. Rieux Camus wants the book to serve as a collective memory for
future generations. So that everyone remembers that in times of difficulties we are not alone
and the feelings we are experiencing are being shared by the people around us. This
understanding is of immense importance to regain paradise during the pandemic that is
wreaking havoc today. Once we understand that we are not alone in times of conflicts and we
place aside our differences, we can work together to lift the veil of darkness and move from
the unknown to the known, from paradise lost to paradise regained. Camus felt that his writing
was a commitment not only to write, but a “commitment to bear, together with all those who
were living through the same history, the misery and the hope we shared.”(Camus, Nobel
Prize Speech).

To conclude, the plot of Camus’ novel is about the events after the outbreak of a plague.
However, the story Camus tells is one of how people respond to drastic changes in lives.
Camus characters show the different responses to this plague, and he develops many themes
through the reactions of the characters. Camus’ work is timeless, as shown by the COVID-19
pandemic. Exile was present during the first wave of quarantine, and many people used
quarantine as an opportunity to reinvent themselves, like Cottard. However, the plague in
contemporary times has only exposed the flaws in the current system, as there were many
conflicts in 2020, and divided people only further. While Camus sends a message of coming
together to overcome the plague, in reality, what have we as a society truly learned from
Camus? The plague in our time has only, so far, divided us further, especially in the United
States. Camus’ novel has put the path before us to overcome this reality, and we must learn
from his book and come together to overcome our differences to truly defeat the plague.

